PIPELINE TRANSFER DECISION TREE

Start here:

1. Is this household actively engaged with their current Family Achievement Coach?
   - If no, stop: This household is not currently eligible for a transfer
   - If yes, continue

2. Does this household have one or more scholars at the current Coach’s site?
   - If yes, stop: This household is not currently eligible for a pipeline transfer
   - If no, continue

3. Is the household fully enrolled in Family Coaching?
   - If no, stop: This household is not currently eligible for a pipeline transfer
   - If yes, continue

4. Are all ROIs current?
   - If no, stop: This household is not currently eligible for a pipeline transfer
   - If yes, continue

5. Are EC and K12 placement subtabs current?
   - If no, stop: This household is not currently eligible for a pipeline transfer
   - If yes, continue

6. Is the address current?
   - If no, stop: This household is not currently eligible for a pipeline transfer
   - If yes, this household is eligible for a pipeline transfer!